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Key takeaways

• No green light in Vescore Wave for sustained economic recovery

• Pre-crisis phases increasingly important in risk model

• Positive equity allocation driven primarily by tensions on bond markets

• Still scope for bear market to pick up further

Bad news for the economy is good news for the equity market

Are we experiencing a bear market rally (1) or entering a new bull market? As is so often the case, we will not be 

able to give a de.nitive answer to this question until a later dateT Nevertheless, historical data can shed some lightT zo 

do so, we use our quantitative models that analyUe and evaluate the market based on macroeconomic and .nancial 

market dataT

Dsing a pattern recognition algorithm, our SR9M risk model  (2) in particular is currently observing a striking number 

of similarities to market phases in 1770 and 200BT :oth of these were turbulent times for .nancial marketsT zhe 

macroeconomic top-down perspective also indicates an increased probability of remaining in the bear market/ both 

the massive .scal packages introduced in 2020“21 due to the pandemic and quantitative easing are currently being 

scaled backT zhis is re”ected in a sharp decline in global liquidity, which serves as a forward-looking component of 

our business cycle model 3WaveHT

/insights/is-this-time-different-from-2007
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–owever, remaining in a bear market (8) by no means rules out further ralliesT zhe last 20 years have seen a total of 
.ve bear markets (2000-02, 200B-07, 2015, 2020 and 2022), which & with the exception of 2020 & all included at 
least two ralliesT (%) In one of these rallies in 2000-02, the S’P %00 climbed by as much as 21J before prices dropped 
againT zhere are good arguments to assume at least one short-term rally within a bear marketT zhis is especially true 
if the FedLs monetary policy tightening and DS in”ation have already peakedT

zhis is supported by improvements in global supply chain issues and the fact that commodity prices declined again 

over the summerT Weaker global consumer data also point to a slowdown in in”ationary pressureT zhis explains why 

interest rate and in”ation expectations decreased between mid-Cune and the end of August, ultimately shoring up 

bond and equity marketsT 4ower interest rate and in”ation expectations typically mean a steeper yield curve, based 

on the short endT :oth our bond and our equity allocation model see this as a good thing, especially over the term 

spreadT

According to this, bad economic news is a good sign as market participants assume that the Fed will ease its 

restrictive monetary policy in the future & even though representatives from the Fed and the European 6entral :ank at 

the annual central bank meeting in Cackson –ole were reminiscent of former Fed 6hairman Paul VolckerLs extremely 

restrictive monetary policyT It thus remains to be seen how the Fed will respond to sustained weak economic data 

combined with declining in”ation and whether it will be willing to adopt a potentially 3painfulH cycle of interest rate 

hikesT Our models are signaling reasonable doubt, as long as bad news for the economy is good news for the equity 

marketT Given this, it seems like there is still scope for the bear market rally to continueT

Would you like to gain further exciting insights into our in-house business cycle model? zhen register now for our 

monthly Wave 6allT

 9egister 

 Risk Environment 

Pre-crisis phases since the 1770s became increasingly important in our SDRM model in August, which compares 

the similarity of past market situations with the current market environmentT Of the %0 most similar days in the past 

& the closest neighbors to today & many days in spring 1770 and fall 200B stand outT

Figure 1/ Period/ Canuary 1757 to August 2022T

4ooking at historical events at this time, February 1770 saw a serious political crisis unfold between the DS and Iraq, 

which led to the Second Gulf War in the summer and massively pushed up the price of crude oilT A market downturn 

began in late fall 200B, with the prices of .nancial products collapsing and a loss of con.dence on the interbank 

https://events.vontobel.com/ereg/newreg.php?eventid=200247322&categoryid=201858346
https://events.vontobel.com/ereg/newreg.php?eventid=200247322&categoryid=201858346
https://events.vontobel.com/ereg/newreg.php?eventid=200247322&categoryid=201858346
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market at a time when it was already clear that the global economy was about to enter a dif.cult phaseT In addition, the 

model is also currently giving signi.cant weight to the period prior to 177X, when bond yields increased unexpectedly 

sharply and caused considerable price lossesT

We believe that current market uncertainty is coming primarily from the bond market, which is still heavily impacted 

by central bank monetary policy and, in turn, by interest ratesT zhis can also be seen in the Move volatility index 

developed by Merrill 4ynch, which measures the implied volatility of DS zreasuries with varying maturitiesT It has risen 

steadily since the start of the year to a historic high of 1T1+JT zhe same trend was seen in 177XT

Although we observed a temporary increase in August, the trend towards lower equity volatility as measured by the 

VIj Index indicates that equity markets are stabiliUingT zhe index temporarily fell below the 20-point mark in August, 

reaching levels seen in April 2022 when the Fed began its cycle of interest rate hikesT As well as the decrease in 

in”ationary pressure recently, the main reason for this easing and recovery on the market is that corporate pro.ts in 

the current reporting season were better than expectedT zhis caused fears of a recession, which had dominated the 

last few months, to fade into the background somewhatT

Prices for futures contracts suggest that market participants are now pricing in a less rigorous schedule of interest 

rate hikes and expect interest rates to fall again next yearT

 Macroeconomic Environment 

Wave has been in 3recoveryH both for developed and emerging markets since the end of CuneT –owever, about a 

week ago we began noticing that the number of countries returning to 3contractionH was picking up againT zhis is 

consistent with our analyses, where we examine the drivers that are required for a sustained economic recoveryT 

We conclude that key variables such as .scal and monetary policy, money growth, yields and yield curves are not 

yet giving the green light for sustained economic recovery and thus for the start of a bull marketT

Figure 2/ Period/ Culy 2017 to August 2022T

Global economy still in “recovery”

Our proprietary business cycle model Vescore Wave had been signaling an economic recovery on both developed 

markets and emerging markets since mid-Cune, but the economic scenario now seems to be clouding over again 

slightlyT While both the developed and emerging market Wave remain in 3recoveryH, the number of countries where 

economic momentum is declining at present or that have returned to 3contractionH has risen to X+JT zhis has also 

/insights/the-vescore-wave-a-superior-business-cycle-model
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slightly increased the probability of the global economy dropping into a period of 3contractionH to X0J for the month 

aheadT

As monetary policy decisions tend to take 12 months or more to have an effect on the economy, the narrative of 

monetary policy tightening as a reason for this slow ”attening of the 3recoveryH seems prematureT Nevertheless, the 

cycle of interest rate hikes was well anticipated by forward markets, with DS interest rate futures already beginning 

to increase rapidly last summerT Prices of commodities and, in particular, energy have also skyrocketed, and this 

is increasingly being felt by private householdsT zhe .rst sign that higher interest rates are gradually affecting the 

economy can be seen on the real estate market, with the housing market component of the Wave currently showing 

the weakest economic momentum at 28JT

Figure 8/ Period/ Culy 2017 to August 2022T

Developed markets: Europe backslides again

At X2J, the Wave in developed markets is still in 3recoveryHT Nonetheless, %0J of developed markets are again in 

3contractionHT zhis increase in the number of countries is attributable exclusively to Europe, with the sharpest declines 

being seen for Germany (down + percentage points), Spain (down + ppT), and Portugal (down % ppT)T zhe economy 

is improving chie”y in developed markets outside Europe, with the DS (up % ppT), Australia (up X ppT), and Capan (up 

8 ppT) topping the boardT

Sustained high DS in”ation, combined with robust economic data and a far tighter labor market, suggest that the Fed 

will continue to tighten monetary policyT zhe latter has already increased the rate of wage growth signi.cantly, as there 

are currently two vacancies for every person out of workT zhis situation was last seen in the 17%0sT DS monetary policy 

is causing slower growth in global liquidity, which creates headwinds for the global economy and calls the potential 

3recoveryH into question & especially for Europe, which could also be hit by an energy crisis this winterT Given these 

factors, the Wave currently shows a very high probability of a 3contractionH (52J)T

Emerging markets: China’s recovery even disappoints its government

After a substantial recovery in Cune and Culy, the emerging markets Wave picked up only barely in August ( 1 

percentage point), with the economic knock-on effects of the war in Dkraine now increasingly evident in eastern 

Europe & despite a lack of data published in countries that are directly affected such as 9ussia and DkraineT While 

eastern Europe receded into 3contractionH, Asia is still in 3recoveryHT Nevertheless, this is due primarily to 6hinaT 

Although the countryLs Uero-6OVIR-17 policy has been relaxed, consumer behavior weakened in Culy and the real 

estate sector, which is important to many sectors, has not yet bottomed outT
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 Equities 

Respite the recent upturn, volatility on equity markets has declined signi.cantly since mid-CuneT In turn, our equity 

allocation model increased equity allocation last monthT After -20TXJ in the previous month, at the end of August we 

put overweighting at 8+T%JT zhe positive equity allocation is driven chie”y by tensions on the bond market, which 

makes equities more attractive than bondsT

All four of the underlying instrumental variables (term spread, credit spread, zER spread and dividend yield) made 

a positive contribution to the new overweightingT zhese variables provide information about economic and in”ation 

expectations and the prevailing market sentimentT zhe term spread, which re”ects market participantsL long-term 

economic expectations, is particularly striking here/ It has trended downwards since mid-Cune (1T%1J) and now 

stands at 0T2%JT

In our model, the term spread is calculated as the difference between the long-term and short-term interest rates 

of the ma or industrialiUed countries, which are weighted based on gross domestic productT It thus comes as no 

surprise that the DS is the most signi.cant driver of this developmentT Global yield curves have ”attened signi.cantly 

since mid-Cune, resulting in a narrower term spreadT Paired with continued interest rate hikes, this generates lower 

risk premia for bondsT

Figure X/ Period/ Canuary 200B to August 2022T

zhe economic risks re”ected by the ”attening of the yield curve have increased credit risk premiums (companiesL 

credit risks) in the last few monthsT Respite this, we saw the credit spread narrow moderately in AugustT zhis 

was prompted by corporate earnings in the current reporting period, which were better than expected and so 

boosted market participantsL con.denceT zhis moderate easing had a positive impact on the now signi.cant equity 

overweighting in our modelT
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Figure %/ Period/ Canuary 200B to August 2022T

 Bonds 

Our bond allocation management model has increased bond allocation signi.cantly since Culy to X+J at presentT 

zwo ma or trends explain why all three model components (carry, mean reversion and momentum) are signaling a 

higher weighting through their positive contributionsT zhe .rst is that supply chain bottlenecks have eased, stabiliUing 

in”ation expectations on the main markets and thus meaning that lower interest rate hikes are expected for 2028“2XT 

Secondly, recession risks have increased over the last few monthsT :oth of these have gradually reduced bond market 

volatility slightly since mid-Cune, measured by the MOVE IndexT

zhe combination of interest rate hikes & high interest rates for bonds with short maturities & and increasing fears of 

recession have resulted in far ”atter yield curves since the fall of last year, although some countries such as the DS 

have actually seen an inverse yield curve for some maturities in recent months (eTgT, 2 to 10 years)T An inverted DTST 

yield curve has been a reliable predictor of a recession in the next 12-2X months over the past several decadesT In 

our model, this development reduces the durationT

zhe FedLs communication prior to and during the annual central bank meeting in Cackson –ole, which pointed to 

restrictive monetary policy, was interpreted by the model as a slight + percentage point reduction in bond allocation 

compared to the previous monthT Nevertheless, the model con.rms that lower in”ationary pressure combined with 

ongoing economic risks limits the interest rate fantasy at the short end, showing a high probability that the markets 

will largely price in a B%-basis point increase in DS interest rates in SeptemberT

9ecession risks seem particularly high in the euroUone, as the region could face energy rationing and production 

shortages as a result next winterT Accordingly, the mean reversion component of our model in particular signals larger 

recovery potential for German bondsT –owever, about half of the bond overweighting is due to CapanT Respite high 

in”ation at a global level, the :ank of Capan (:oC) is continuing to credibly control the yield curve and so current yields 

on Capanese bonds (carry), ad usted for risk, still appear attractiveT
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Figure +/ Period/ August 2017 to August 2022T

 Current topic: Interest rate hikes and sustainability 

Why it is worth diversifying in “value” and “growth”

In the current market environment, rising interest rates are the issue of the dayT zhis is re”ected in many aspects 

of the .nancial marketT zhere is an interesting observation to be made in view of increasing capital ”ows into 

sustainable investmentsT According to Morningstar, these received about ED9 B5 billion in the .rst quarter of 2022 

in Europe aloneT Most of these sustainable investments, which now make up 1BJ of fund assets in Europe, focus on 

young growth companies, which promise a relatively high 3sustainable impactH on the basis of their innovative and 

sustainable products and servicesT

As a result, the current selection of sustainable strategies clearly tends towards 3growthHT zhis bene.ted their 

performance in low-interest years, because the future pro.ts of these growth companies had a higher present valueT 

Some typical 3valueH sectors such as energy and utilities, on the other hand, are underrepresented or even excluded 

from the sustainable universe entirelyT

Given this, a look at the fund universe in SwitUerland and the fund universe labeled as sustainable in the 9e.nitiv 

database reveals an unsurprising picture/ 6lassifying the funds by their investment style shows that 3valueH strategies 

are clearly underrepresented, accounting for ust 22T5J, while ust 21J of the funds invest in sustainable companies 

with a high asset value (3valueH)T
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zhis supply gap makes it dif.cult to diversify sustainable portfolios across different investment stylesT Interest rate 

hikes will likely have a negative impact on the performance of sustainable funds generally, as the future pro.ts of 

growth companies will be discounted at a higher rate while the costs of debt .nancing riseT zhis is a welcome reminder 

of how important it is to properly diversify sustainable investmentsT

Riversifying by investment styles makes sustainable portfolios less vulnerable to style rotationT –owever, this requires 

a larger selection of sustainable 3valueH funds, which are still limited at presentT Nonetheless, the fact that most 

sustainable funds are aimed at growth companies does not mean that there are no sustainable 3valueH investment 

optionsT We have identi.ed numerous 3valueH companies that we believe are taking the right approach to sustain-

ability and that should be considered for a truly diversi.ed portfolioT Please contact us if you would like to look into 

diversifying your portfolioT

1T A bear market rally, also known as a 3dead cat bounceH or 3sucker rallyH is a sharp, short-term rebound in share 

prices amid a longer-term bear marketT According to one unof.cial guideline, this is when prices recover by %J or 

more before returning to new lowsT

2T For a detailed analysis of the SR9M model results, see 3Is this time different from 200B?HT 

/document/7f75599a-43e4-4ddf-a121-bc6d79b3ab0c/Vescore-Global-Market-Outlook_20220830_EN.pdff
/document/7f75599a-43e4-4ddf-a121-bc6d79b3ab0c/Vescore-Global-Market-Outlook_20220830_EN.pdff
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8T A bear market is generally when the prices of securities fall by 20J or more compared to their most recent peak 

due to widespread pessimism and negative investor sentimentT

XT Our analysis refers to the S’P %00 in DSRT
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